How To Write An Outline
By Katherine Way

AN OUTLINE has two purposes. Firstly, to convince those people with "development" in their job titles that your idea for a feature film, sitcom, or "police dog in space" series is the most original, exciting concept they've ever seen. Secondly, to crystallise FOR YOU what you want to write and how, and to stoke up your own enthusiasm. A good outline is enormously helpful to you - it's your map and your blueprint. It will save you time: you won't spend months writing a script based on an idea that fundamentally doesn’t work. An outline is an acid test; if you CAN'T summarise your story idea clearly in a page or two, it could be because you don’t really know what the story is. 

The elements of a good outline are the same as the elements of a good script. Who is your central character (protagonist)? What is his/her goal? What obstacles are in their way? Who opposes them? What is the worst thing that could happen to the protagonist? You should know this before you start writing.

So what is an outline? It's a summary - e.g. 1-2 pages of A4 - of the COMPLETE story that you want to tell. It will be clear from reading it who's the "hero", who's the "villain", how the plot unfolds and how it is resolved. To write an outline you have to know how your story ends - the lovers get together, aliens take over the world, the FBI agent catches the serial killer or whatever. The genre, setting and theme should be implicit even if they are not explicitly stated. If you're writing a thriller set in contemporary Glasgow and your outline makes people think that it's a musical, then something's gone wrong.

Advice varies on whether an outline should or should not have secrets from the reader. If your story has a genuinely brilliant plot twist or "surprise ending", this can be a major selling point for the project and you’re wasting a chance to impress people if you don’t tell them! (If someone was to write an outline for THE CRYING GAME and didn’t include the twist - that the Jaye Davidson character is a man they'd really be underselling both themselves and their story; this revelation is fundamental to an understanding what the writer is trying to do). However, there is an alternative school of thought that says an outline should be like a trailer there should be enough to tease and intrigue the reader without necessarily telling them everything.

Outlines will name all the major characters and briefly detail important relationships. We should get a vivid sense of what these characters are like, and care about what happens to them. There should not be lengthy character analyses; a brief sentence on a characters basic goal / motivation will suffice. In a good outline there is no need to explain the characters; their actions throughout the story will tell us everything about them that we need to know.

Outlines are not divided into acts or scenes and will probably not contain dialogue. If you are writing a proposal for a series, serial or sitcom, there should be a brief outline for each episode. 

An outline should be proportional to the length of the script. The classic badly written outline spends a page and a half describing the opening sequence and a half a page describing the other 90 minutes (or eleven episodes). This makes it look as if the writer doesn't know, or care, what happens after the first ten minutes - which may well be the case! 

An outline should be an enthralling read. It should convey your own excitement about the story you've created and make the reader feel that they've got to see this. It's a sneak preview. It should tantalise. It may be the only chance you get to sell your idea, so you really have to sell it.


HOW NOT TO WRITE OUTLINES (a few don’ts)

"Sanjay then has a series of hilarious adventures..."
Don't tell us how funny it is: make us laugh. Don't tell us how frightening it is: scare us. Don't tell us this is going to be a brilliant script: prove it. 
 
"Lisa works for a media company/advertising agency/ international corporation doing something generally white-collar-ish or maybe being a secretary...."
Make up your mind. This is an OUTLINE, not multiple-choice. You should know what your character does for a living if it's at all important. If it isn't important, don't mention it.

"Rodney breaks into the underground laboratory and discovers the hideous truth. All of a sudden his life is in danger and there's nowhere to hide..."
Oh yeah? And? Tell us how it ends. Don't fill your story with meaningless clichés and end with "dot dot dot". This sounds as if you don't know where your own plot is going. WHAT hideous truth?

"Margaret, a shy, repressed lecturer in her forties, dreams of going back to the house in Cornwall where she spent two weeks as a child, the happiest two weeks of her life. She has never recovered from that terrible moment when she was seven years old and saw a kitten being run over by the farmer's lorry. Her great problem is that she is too afraid to care about anyone for fear of losing them. Even her love of watercolours and eighteenth-century embroidery is little consolation..."
This is not a plot, it's a character analysis. It isn’t a film story, it sounds more like a novel. If nothing dramatic has happened for nearly 40 years, what’s the story going to be? And how are we going to see this on screen?

"Philip, our hero, goes to a party where he talks to Jane, Simon, Adam, Lucy, Polly and Brian. Jeff then..."
Don't forget the protagonist's name.

"Rachel, a beautiful, intense woman with aristocratic, slightly Slavic cheekbones, raven-black hair, ice-cold yet sparkling blue eyes, and a tiny waist that accentuates the generous curve of her perfect breasts..."
Don't fantasise.

"Daljit walked up to the attic to see what was making the strange noises. The pigeons were restless..."
Don't slip into the past tense. Drama is about what's happening NOW.
Outlines and treatments should always be written in the present tense.

"In the Act One turning point Kate suddenly discovers that she is pregnant..."
Don't signpost the important points in the story. We'll know, if it's that important. Similarly, you don’t need to start your outline with the story begins when Obviously it does!

We see a CLOSE UP of a paving stone in the rain. TILT UPWARDS to a medium shot of Judith who is sitting at the bus stop waiting for a 38 bus. We see a LONG SHOT of the bus arriving....(ETC)"
Don't include camera directions in outlines, treatments or scripts. This is not the writer’s job and does not tell the story.

"Michael and Susanna swoon into each other's arms in a fierce, passionate embrace. Time becomes meaningless as they make love for two days, discovering the dark desires that lie at the very core of their being. The sex is effortless, perfect, better than ever before as they become one on Susanna's leather-covered waterbed..."
Never mind the outline, get a life.



